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W H I T E  W I N E S

NTAMA KOUPA, NICO LAZARIDI          Α.Ι.

CHARDONNAY, UGNI BLANC, ASYRTIKO, MUSCAT OF ALEXANDRIA, RODITIS - DRAMA

Bright golden color with gentle nose characterized by white-fleshed fruits and 

distinctive aromas of spring flowers. The fine structure of the specific nature of 

surprise and delight.

RΟΔΟΣ 2400, CΑΙΡ - 22€   

ATHIRI - RHODES

Complex aromas of exotic fruits, white flesh peach and apple with subtle hints

of flowering. Flavour rich, balanced and elegant.

KANENAS, TSANTALIS WINERY            Α.Ι.

MUSCAT OF ALEXANDRIA, CHARDONNAY     - THRACE

Bright pale yellow color. On the nose, alluring exotic fruity (citrus) aromas coupled 

with a gentle touch of floral essence. Powerful on the palate with a firm texture and a 

harmonious acidity-fruit-interplay.

 

MONOGRAPH, GAIA -          32€

ASYRTIKO - NEMEA

Beautiful wine, with cool acidities and strong fruit aromas. Aromas of citrus and 

others, more tropical and exuberant with a character completely different and lighter 

than that of the Santorini parents.

 

CODEX, DOMAINE ZACHARIOUDAKIS Α.Ι.

ASYRTIKO, MOSHATO SPINAS      - CRETE

Bright yellow color, with aromas of ripe fruit, complex flavor, subtly oily, quite 

elegant with a long aromatic finish. Intense, impressive nose complemented by a full-

bodied, perfectly greasy

 

KATOGI AVEROF   Α.Ι.       

RODITIS, CHARDONNAY, MUSCAT     - METSOVO

Golden straw colour, a pleasant, youthful character, showing fruity, floral aromas, 

combining a cool acidity and a structured mouth.

 

ORINOS HELIOS, SEMELI          - 26€ 

MOSCHOFILERO, SAUVIGNON BLANC  - PELOPONNISOS  
Very soft, yellow a hint of gray. High intensity nose, combining freshness and 

maturity. The specific nature composed of lemon aromas, melon and roses.  

 

ARMONIA GIS, AVANTIS ESTATE           Α.Ι.       

MALAGOUZIA, CHARDONNAY      - EVIA

Aromas of citrus and ripe yellow fruits. In the mouth, the existing acidity of Earth 

Harmony enhances the varietal character of citrus fruits. A light and pleasant wine for 

daily enjoyment. Accompanies snacks, salads and anchovy marinade. 

 

AGRIMI, KOKOTOS ESTATE            Α.Ι.

RODITIS, SAVATIANO  - ATHENS

Bright lemony colour, with green highlights. Intense floral profile on the nose, aromas 

of citrus fruits, grapefruit and ripe peach. Elegant in the mouth, with crisp acidity 

and racy length.

 

DOMAINE MUSES 9             Α.Ι.             

ASSYRTIKO, TREBBIANO, SAUVIGNON BLANC    - THIVA

Color straw blonde with light shades of green, with gentle aromas of fresh-cut fruit, 

such as pear and apples. Excellent structure with a depth of flavors and an acidity 

which brings the flavors to the fore and adds freshness, with a delightful aftertaste

 

LENGA, AVANTIS ESTATE -          36€
GEWURZTRAMINER      - EVIA

Pale gold colour with green tints, pronounced intensity of sweet roses, lychee, exotic 

fruits, pepper, mint, ginger, caramel and spices. Full body with pronounced floral 

and spicy characteristics. The texture is intense and well balanced to the acidity, thus 

creating long length.

 

MALAGOUZIA, BOUTARIS             Α.Ι.

MALAGOUZIA       - NAFPAKTOS  

Yellow-white colour, with an aromatic character that affects you with its intensity and 

complexity. With dominant aromas of flowers and fruit, such as melon, peach, orange, 

pineapple and grapefruit. Splendid balanced taste, with a long-lasting aftertaste.

R O S E  W I N E S

EMERY, SEC              Α.Ι.

AMORGIANO       - RHODES

A rose wine with a fruity taste, soft aroma and ruby colour with violet reflections. 

Light in flavor, dry, smooth and elegant.

 

AKRES, DOMAINE SKOURAS            Α.Ι.

AGHIORGITIKO, MOSCOFILERO   - NEMEA

The colour is bright, light cerise with pink hues. Vibrant and clear on the nose, with 

aromas of ripe cherries, raspberries, hints of flowers and rose petal notes. On the 

palate it has a medium body, moderately high acidity and the slightest suggestion of 

very ripe tannins. Flavours are consistent with the aromas, with a light sensation of 

sweet grass and bubble gum. The finish is moderately long, with developing flavours 

that lead to complexity.

 



AKAKIES, KIR YIANNIS          - 32€

XINOMAVRO       - AMYNTEO

Intense cherry color with glints iodizouses aromatic palette and fresh tomatoes in 

background strawberry and quince. The acidity of Xinomavro compensated by the 

oiliness of alcohol and mild tanikotita thereby creating a tasty balanced wine that has 

a rich additional volume and durability.

MYTHIC RIVER, ESTATE CONSTANTIN GOFAS       - 36€

AGHIORGITIKO, SYRAH      - NEMEA

Pink highlights, aroma of strawberries, watermelon and melon. Perfect balance and 

a unique expression of freshness and elegance. Fruity taste with spicy acidity and 

velvety aftertaste.

R E D  W I N E S

ORINOS HELIOS, SEMELI -         29€
SYRAH, AGHIORGITIKO     - NEMEA

The popular and versatile Aghiorgitiko, with plum and cherry aromas and the 

international well-known Syrah, with intense spicy and blackberry character.

 

CARAMELO, TSANTALI        - Α.Ι.        

BLEND OF RED WINE GRAPES     - GREECE

Caramelo has deep red color, medium sweet taste, vibrant violet and purple notes and 

a bouquet of both red flowers and small red fruits with intense aromas, velvet soft 

taste with pleasant aftertaste.

 

CHEVALIER DE RHODES, CAIR        - Α.Ι.        
MANDILARIA      - RHODES

Deep purple color, aromas of spices(clove, cinnamon),medium to full body, with 

flavours of plum, spices and liquorice.

 

5 SENSES, LANTIDIS ESTATE -        Α.Ι.          

AGHIORGITIKO      - PELOPONNISOS

Deep color, purple with ruby highlights, nose condensed and multidimentional. 

Aromas of cherry, plum, sweet vanillas with hints of violet and tobacco. Mouth round, 

velvety and full.

 

ASPROS LOFOS, PARASKEVAS WINERY       -Α.Ι.        

SYRAH, KOTSIFALI, MANDILARI     - CRETE

Aromas of red fruit, roses, balanced, full mouth and long aftertaste.

 

MOUSES ESTATE 9         Α.Ι.           

CABERNET, MERLOT, SYRAH -EVIA

Bright deep purple color. Elegant bouquet with notes of blackcurrants, blackberries, 

cassis, spices and perfumed smoke. In the mouth it is soft, pleasant, fruity with light 

hints of black pepper giving a delicate wine a pleasant finish.

 

XINOMAVRO, BOUTARIS -         32€
XINOMAVRO - NAOUSA

 Deep red colour with an intense personality. It produces a rich bouquet of ripe red 

fruit, blackberry and plum, together with sun-dried tomato and the aromas derived 

from ageing, cinnamon and wood. A rich body, good balance and structure, soft 

tannins in its finish.

 

THREE HILLS          Α.Ι.          

AGHIORGITIKO      - AMYNTEO

Bright ruby color. Rich aromatic profile with aromas of red fruits on the nose and on 

the palate, supple tannins and fruity aftertaste.

D E S E R T  W I N E S

SAMOS VIN DOUX         Α.Ι.           

MOSCHATO - SAMOS

Easy on the eyes with an attractive nose, it has a light golden color. The nose is 

dominated by aromas of apricot jam and mature melon expressing in a very fresh way 

the character of the Muscat grape, holding on to its primary aromas.

 

MAVRODAPHNE          Α.Ι.         

MAVRODAPHNE       - PATRA  

Lovely aromas of raisins and plums. Rich, dried fruit flavors with good acidity that 

balances this sweet wine. Long finish with a rich fruit that lingers.



C H A M PA G N E S

MOET ET CHANDON BRUT IMPERIAL      - 110€

CHARDONNAY, PINOT NOIR, PINOT MEUNIER    - FRANCE, CAMPANIA 
Well-balanced, exhibiting flavors of light toast, Gala apple, honey and ginger, with 

smoke & mineral notes underscoring hints of tropical pineapple and tangerine fruit. 

There's lovely texture, with a firm backbone of juicy acidity.

 

VEUVE CLICQUOT BRUT - 130€

CHARDONNAY, PINOT MEUNIER, PINOT NOIR    FRANCE, CAMPANIA 

Pale lemon with fine bubbles; the nose is filled with aromas of apple, pear, toast and 

brioche; the palate is extra-dry and medium to full body with flavors that match the 

aromas.

 

DOM PERIGNON BRUT        - 230€

CHARDONNAY, PINOT NOIR      - FRANCE, CAMPANIA

On the nose, aromas of almond and powdered cocoa develop gradually into white fruit 

with hints of dried flowers. Classic toasted notes give a rounded finish and denote a 

fully realized maturity. Its precision is extreme, tactile, dark and chiselled. The full 

taste lingers with the utmost elegance on a sappy, spicy note. 

S PA R K L I N G  W I N E S

CAIR BRUT           - 34€

ATHIRI        - RHODES

Rich, fine flow of bubbles, which entice scents of apricot and freshly baked brioche, 

very balanced with proper amounts of fruit, acidity and alcohol.

 

AKAKIES ROSE, KIR - YIANNIS         - 39€

XINOMAVRO -  AMYNTAIO

Explosive aromatic character, refreshing and balanced. A stylish dry sparkling 

rosé.  An intense rose sparkling, a bright cherry color, pronounced aromas of 

ripe strawberry and cherry and an elegant acidity adding freshness while pairing 

harmoniously with the discrete presence of sugars create a wine that is at the same 

time dynamic and balanced. Excellent pair with spicy dishes of the Asian cuisine, 

Mediterranean dishes based on vegetables and oily fish, like salmon.

 

CONTESSA BRUT -           Α.Ι.  

BLEND OF WHITE GRAPES -     ITALY

The coloration is a straw yellow with golden highlights. It has fine, persistent and 

numerous pimples. The aromas show citrus fruits, passion fruit, floral touches and 

honey. In the mouth it has a good creaminess, with a freshness present. In the end, 

the floral and the honey show.

 

BOHEME ROSE DEMI - SEC, CAIR        Α.Ι.

 VARIETY: MANDILARIA, MUSCAT      - RHODES

Vivid cherry color and pomegranate. Rich aromas of strawberry and wild cherry on a 

background of intoxicating rose. Intensely fruity mouth with rich refreshing bubbles.

 

MUSCAT OF TYRNAVOS, DOMAINE MIGAS       Α.Ι.

MUSCAT OF TYRNAVOS      - TYRNAVOS

On the nose, rich aromas of pear, lime, banana, apricot and pineapple are combined 

with jasmine and white rose in a bouquet that exudes freshness. Herbal notes of tea 

and chamomile complement the rich aromatic ensemble.On the palate it is juicy 

with balanced acidity, enjoyable, delicate bubbles and intense fruity taste. Apricot, 

hyacinthus and lime dominate and are kept in the mouth in the long-lasting aftertaste.
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